**Article impact statement**: False, unsupported claims of invasive species denialism threaten diversity, interdisciplinarity, and progress in invasion biology.

Introduction {#cobi13278-sec-0030}
============

Science denialism is the rejection of the well‐supported facts and concepts that underpin a scientific consensus (Diethelm & McKee [2009](#cobi13278-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}). It has proven a barrier to implementing evidence‐based policy for the environment and human health, most notably for the treatment of human immunodeficiency virus (Kenyon [2008](#cobi13278-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}), and to mitigating anthropogenic climate change (Xifra [2016](#cobi13278-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}).

Although science denialism is not new, concerns for its prevalence and effects have grown in recent years (Otto [2012](#cobi13278-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}), likely aggravated by concerns about the ascendency of so‐called post‐truth politics (Higgins [2016](#cobi13278-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}) and perceptions that the public\'s trust in science is diminishing (Funk [2017](#cobi13278-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}). The deliberate obfuscation and denial of scientific facts and concepts is a serious and troubling issue. Where it occurs, it needs to be challenged. Nonetheless, it is important to ensure that claims of science denial are well founded and communicated evidentially, first, because of the potential odium directed at deniers and, second, because false accusations risk further eroding public trust in science and scientists.

Distinguishing denialism from critique is not always straightforward, however, especially when critique originates from scholars working in different disciplines, whether scientific or otherwise. Differences in the values, languages, and cultures of scholars and their disciplines can sometimes escalate debates more through misunderstanding than opposition. In those cases, different perspectives may be misinterpreted as the denial of facts (Sagoff [2018a](#cobi13278-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}).

Conservation‐Science Denialism {#cobi13278-sec-0040}
==============================

Early in 2017 a new form of science denialism was ostensibly identified with the publication of "The Rise of Invasive Species Denialism" (ISD) by Russell and Blackburn ([2017a](#cobi13278-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}). In this article, the authors describe ISD as the rejection of an apparent scientific consensus that invasive species cause harm.

The article was heavily critiqued in published responses from other scientists (Briggs [2017](#cobi13278-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}; Crowley et al. [2017](#cobi13278-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}; Davis & Chew [2017](#cobi13278-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}; Tassin et al. [2017](#cobi13278-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}), and it is not our intention to reprise the issues they raised. However, for the purposes of this article, it is significant that other scientists disputed whether ISD was actually occurring, pointing to the fact that Russell and Blackburn provided only anecdotal evidence for it (Crowley et al. [2017](#cobi13278-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}; Davis & Chew [2017](#cobi13278-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}). In reply to their critics, Russell and Blackburn ([2017b](#cobi13278-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}) claimed "invasive species denial is increasing" but provided no evidence for this assertion.

Almost a year later, those empirical shortcomings appeared to be addressed when Ricciardi and Ryan ([2017](#cobi13278-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}) published "The Exponential Growth of Invasive Species Denialism." They listed 77 published media (e.g., articles, books, or videos) by 67 authors published from 1990 to 2016 as examples of ISD and described its apparently increasing trend. Sagoff ([2018a](#cobi13278-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}), a philosopher whose work was included in their list, responded by again disputing the existence of ISD. Even if one were to accept all 77 cases as ISD prime facie, a rigorous reanalysis by Boltovskoy et al. ([2018](#cobi13278-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}) illustrated that the reputed trend identified by Ricciardi and Ryan ([2017](#cobi13278-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}) was the result of "cherry‐picked sources" and was "unsubstantiated and misleading." They showed that, even if ISD exists, it was not becoming more common.

Ricciardi and Ryan ([2017](#cobi13278-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}) reported using Diethelm and McKee\'s ([2009](#cobi13278-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}) 5 criteria to identify their 77 examples of ISD media. However, when we asked Ricciardi for the text (quotations) from each published item that was used as evidence for ISD, he wrote that they did not keep an evidential list (17 and 21 May 2018). Instead, he said he and his coauthor "read and discussed each of those articles multiple times (we kept some notes, but not in all cases)" and "judged whether the article rejected scientific consensus." In a fortuitous later meeting, Ryan explained that she, in fact, had extensive notes in support of the ISD categorizations. However, when we requested those notes Ricciardi declined our request (18 September 2018).

Given that the data were not reported and requests for them were denied, it is not possible for others to repeat Ricciardi and Ryan\'s ([2017](#cobi13278-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}) method or evaluate how they applied Diethelm and McKee\'s ([2009](#cobi13278-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}) criteria for science denialism. Because their method did not generate measures of observer reliability or variance, we also have no measure of subjectivity to help in the interpretation and comparison of their results with others.

These methodological shortcomings prompted us to reevaluate the 77 alleged examples of ISD. If ISD was occurring, we wanted to provide better empirical support to the debate. If it was not, we wanted to understand why false allegations of ISD had been leveled and how debates about and within invasion biology might be moderated and advanced constructively.

Reevaluating Literature Examined by Ricciardi and Ryan {#cobi13278-sec-0050}
======================================================

One of us (D.M.) read and reevaluated 75 of the 77 articles and books that were published in English and cited as examples of ISD by Ricciardi and Ryan ([2017](#cobi13278-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}). D.M. was not familiar with or invested in the debate. He reevaluated the items by applying the same 5 criteria for science denialism (Diethelm & McKee [2009](#cobi13278-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}) that Ricciardi and Ryan ([2017](#cobi13278-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}) reportedly used, following from Russell and Blackburn ([2017a](#cobi13278-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}) (Supporting Information).

None refuted scientific facts related to invasive species. Furthermore, only 5 of the 75 articles contained arguments that might be consistent with the criteria for science denialism, and only 1 contained text that satisfied 2 criteria (Supporting Information). Instances of, for example, logical fallacies, selectivity of evidence, and straw men, occur at a low rate in the wider applied‐science literature, including the peer‐reviewed literature written by invasion biologists (Guiaşu & Tindale [2018](#cobi13278-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}). Thus, the small number of lapses we found is not evidence of intentional and orchestrated ISD.

The few examples we found could not be unambiguously identified as instances of science denialism. This was because their phraseology, especially in the context of the authors' professions (e.g., philosophy), remained open to alternative, more benign interpretations. Indeed, our experience upon discussing the alleged examples of ISD among ourselves was to discover that evaluating a document for science denialism is a highly subjective, contextual, and values‐driven exercise. It is unsurprising then that D.M. drew very different conclusions in an evaluation of the same literature Ricciardi and Ryan ([2017](#cobi13278-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}) examined. Clearly, attempts to quantify science denialism and its trends cannot be achieved through the methods applied by Ricciardi and Ryan ([2017](#cobi13278-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}) (see also Boltovskoy et al. [2018](#cobi13278-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}). D.M.'s evaluations were likely not entirely free of bias or presupposition either, but we provide the evidence (Supporting Information) and justifications for decisions so that others can reevaluate our application of the criteria.

Our examination shows that Ricciardi and Ryan\'s claims of ISD are not based on sound evidence. Their data are either anecdotal and unquantified or based on subjective, unrepeatable survey methods. Our assessment is that the literature Ricciardi and Ryan ([2017](#cobi13278-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}) examined very rarely contains text consistent with science denialism. In fact, we found no cases where scientific facts were denied. Few, if any, of the 67 scholars and scientists accused of ISD are demonstrably science deniers.

Origins of Accusations of Science Denial {#cobi13278-sec-0060}
========================================

In recent years, it has become clear that better science and enhanced public trust in scientists are achieved when a diversity of perspectives is considered evidentially and in ways that represent and encourage the participation of the wider community (White et al. [2018](#cobi13278-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}). Unjustifiable accusations of science denialism, such as those we have identified, ostracise novel, minority, or outside perspectives. They stymie their consideration and evaluation, ultimately retarding the progress of science and its application (Guiaşu & Tindale [2018](#cobi13278-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}). Some reflection on why accusations of ISD have occurred, and a pathway to a more constructive discourse on invasion biology, is therefore justified. We make 2 observations to this end.

First, invasion biology is a global, conservation science whose subject, invasive species, is strongly defined by values and cultural judgments. The paramount importance of a values framework to invasion biologists is illustrated most clearly by widely used definitions of "invasive species." The International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN), for example, defines them as "organisms introduced by man \[sic\] into places out of their natural range of distribution, where they become established and disperse, generating a negative impact" (IUCN [2008](#cobi13278-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}). This definition, also used by Russell and Blackburn ([2017a](#cobi13278-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}), includes 3 subjective and contestable judgments. First, it implies a cultural judgment that people are extrinsic (alien) to nature. This is in contrast to the widely held belief that people and hence human‐assisted introductions are a part of nature (Gamborg et al. [2010](#cobi13278-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}). Second, deciding on a species' natural range is also a subjective, sometimes cultural, decision. A natural range could be objectively defined and ecologically delineated as, for example, the places suitable for a species' persistence, but then species described as invaders would be simply colonizing their natural range (Shah & Shaanker [2014](#cobi13278-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}). Most invasion biologists, instead, use "natural range" to describe a species' recent historical distribution. Because biogeographic ranges are temporally dynamic, this definition is reliant on arbitrarily valuing where a species occurred at one historical time over another. Third, and most significantly, what constitutes a negative impact to some will not be so to others. "Impact" can be defined in cultural, economic, or biological terms, or any combination of these. Groups of people, scholars, and scientists will vary in how they regard and prioritize impacts even to the extent of regarding many as positive. Moreover, a definition based on harm renders the interpretation of invasive species impacts a tautology (Boltovskoy et al. [2018](#cobi13278-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}).

The scientific consensus described by invasion biologists is necessarily, therefore, a consensus over shared values more than it is about scientific facts (Boltovskoy et al. [2018](#cobi13278-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}; Sagoff [2018b](#cobi13278-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}). When the subject of a discipline is so strongly defined by values and cultural judgments, one should not be surprised when it generates robust critique from other scientists and scholars, especially from those outside the discipline. They have contested invasion biology\'s values‐based consensus, not its scientific consensus. And, even among invasion biologists, the values‐based consensus is not as widely held as it is often asserted. There is, for example, considerable counter‐evidence and debate among invasion biologists about the usefulness of harm and the emphasis on biogeographic origins to the science of species invasions (Boltovskoy et al. [2018](#cobi13278-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}). It is therefore not accurate to describe a consensus on invasive species as "overwhelming" (Russell & Blackburn [2017a](#cobi13278-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}) or "mainstream" (Ricciardi & Ryan [2017](#cobi13278-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}) and those with different opinions as "contrarians" or "more ideological than scientific" (Ricciardi & Ryan [2017](#cobi13278-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}).

Our second observation is that critiques of invasion biology largely focus on evaluating how the discipline\'s values influence the application and interpretation of its science and how those are imposed on others (Tassin et al. [2017](#cobi13278-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}). Again, contrary to those alleging ISD, scientific facts are not disputed. Indeed, most critiques of invasion biology are explicit in acknowledging that relocated species sometimes spread and grow in abundance to change ecosystems and biodiversity (e.g., Davis [2009](#cobi13278-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}; Marris [2011](#cobi13278-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}). They criticize simply where invasion biology and its scientists prescribe how different species are to be valued and treated.

Science can answer questions about where species live and where they come from, how many of them there are, what influences they have, and how they change ecosystems. But it cannot, and should not, make value judgments for all people and thus dictate other peoples' relationships with those species. It is the value judgments that are intrinsic to invasion biology (our first point), which mean that some of its scientists are thought to overreach into prescribing answers to questions about value (Tassin et al. [2017](#cobi13278-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}) (our second point). This, not disputes over scientific knowledge, is the cause of the debate.

What has been labeled "invasive species denialism" is actually just critique of the values that underpin the common definition, interpretation, and application of invasion biology by some of its scientists. To critique a science for its underlying values and their imposition is not to deny its knowledge.

Considering that one side of this debate thinks their science is being denied, whereas the other is simply trying to contest the discipline\'s values, it is easy to see why this debate has seen little progress since last century (e.g., Lawton [1997](#cobi13278-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}). It is this fundamental mismatch in the arguments and intentions of the 2 sides of this debate that makes it unresolvable in its current form. However, there is a way to bring this debate closer to a resolution. And, it requires that invasion science and its scientists are inclusive, not disparaging, of others or other disciplines (Guiaşu & Tindale [2018](#cobi13278-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}), especially those practiced at the interface between knowledge and values.

Interdisciplinarity and Inclusion to Advance Invasion Biology {#cobi13278-sec-0070}
=============================================================

The values that define and inform an applied science\'s subject, concepts, and practice need to be acknowledged and debated by its scientists. Medical science, for example, is routinely critiqued for its cultural judgments, and the values of its scientists and practitioners, and how those interact with the diversity of values held by patients (e.g., Kristeva et al. [2018](#cobi13278-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}; Te Karu et al. [2018](#cobi13278-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}; White et al. [2018](#cobi13278-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}). By reflecting on, and working with those values, medical science and scientists seek to modify and adapt the purpose, objectives, and outcomes of medical science to better serve its globally diverse public. A few invasion biologists, in contrast, have interpreted the values‐based critique of their discipline as antiscience (Ricciardi & Ryan [2017](#cobi13278-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}; Russell & Blackburn [2017a](#cobi13278-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}). They seem reluctant to genuinely engage in discourse about their values and cultural judgments, choosing instead when critiqued to restate their science arguments (Russell & Blackburn [2017b](#cobi13278-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}; Ricciardi & Ryan [2018](#cobi13278-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}).

We suggest that the different values and cultural judgments of the other communities that invasion biology interacts with and impacts are not being sufficiently discussed within the discipline (Guiaşu & Tindale [2018](#cobi13278-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}), even though some of the critique originates from other biologists (even invasion biologists) and philosophers of biological science (e.g., Sagoff [1999](#cobi13278-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}; Davis [2009](#cobi13278-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}; Davis et al. [2011](#cobi13278-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}; Thomas [2013](#cobi13278-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}; Boltovskoy et al. [2018](#cobi13278-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}). Instead, different values and perspectives inside and outside the discipline of invasion biology, and in the wider population, are currently regarded as wrong, threatening to their discipline\'s legitimacy, and an impediment to progress (Courchamp et al. [2017](#cobi13278-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}). Some invasion biologists, for example, have described critique from outside the discipline as less legitimate (e.g., "Within academia, it \[ISD\] is most often expressed by social scientists and philosophers, and far less by natural scientists") (Ricciardi & Ryan [2017](#cobi13278-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}). Invasion biologists leveling accusations of ISD have also described critique as less legitimate because it is not a product of the peer‐reviewed literature (e.g., criticism is "typically expressed in forums where it avoids peer review" and "made outside the lens of scientific peer review") (Ricciardi & Ryan [2017](#cobi13278-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}). And yet, as the accusatory peer‐reviewed articles by Ricciardi and Ryan ([2017](#cobi13278-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}) and Russell and Blackburn ([2017a](#cobi13278-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}) illustrate, peer‐reviewed publications are not free of unfounded partisan and prejudicial opinions.

In these ways, a few invasion biologists refuse to entertain the possibility that others, sometimes with different values and from different disciplines or cultures, would reach a different conclusion given the same scientific information. They present their science and proceed to apply their own, unique values to prescribing how it should be interpreted and applied. Ironically, this circumscribed approach retards a discipline\'s development, especially of an applied science such as invasion biology because, ultimately, many others must value it or it is useless. The inclusion of critique from scholars originating outside a discipline should therefore be particularly welcomed, not discouraged (Guiaşu & Tindale [2018](#cobi13278-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}). Because value judgments are also at the heart of invasion biology, the discipline\'s tenets should be able to be contested by any person, regardless of their background. Often, the advancement of scientific disciplines is driven by those outside the discipline because their views are not constrained by social, governmental, or resource (e.g., funding) networks or years studying the traditional thinking of the discipline (Kuhn [1970](#cobi13278-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}). Medicine, for example, routinely receives and responds constructively to critique from other disciplines, such as anthropology, sociology, and philosophy (Kristeva et al. [2018](#cobi13278-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}; Metz & Harris [2018](#cobi13278-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}; Panter‐Brick & Eggerman [2018](#cobi13278-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}).

Authors are often forced to publish bold new ideas outside the scrutiny of scientific peer review because their work may be considered too different from established knowledge to pass through the often conservative lens of established science. Although peer‐review is an important standard, literature that is not peer‐reviewed can thus provide useful new ways of interpreting and applying scientific knowledge. The humanities, social sciences, philosophy, and many more disciplines besides could make transformative contributions to invasion biology. Rather than ostracizing those who critique invasion biology, they should instead be included in the discipline\'s discourse to take advantage of the diversity of perspectives and approaches to biodiversity management that are emerging from a variety of disciplines (Crowley et al. [2017](#cobi13278-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}). Inclusion, and the open evaluation of differences, is preferable to allegations of science denialism that cause only conflict and disciplinary isolation.

Conclusion {#cobi13278-sec-0080}
==========

We have found that allegations of ISD (i.e., Ricciardi & Ryan [2017](#cobi13278-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}; Russell & Blackburn [2017a](#cobi13278-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}) are prejudicial, unfounded, and not arrived at by rigorous scientific analysis. Furthermore, they threaten to stymie constructive debates in and about invasion biology. And, the name‐and‐shame style of discourse (i.e., Ricciardi & Ryan [2017](#cobi13278-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}), alongside other kinds of assaults on peoples' characters (e.g., Ricciardi & Ryan [2018](#cobi13278-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}), are not conducive to scientific progress in the public interest (Guiaşu & Tindale [2018](#cobi13278-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}).

Tolerance of different perspectives is a quality widely valued in open societies, including scientific communities. In science one accepts that a diversity of perspectives is an advantage, not a problem. It is also an ethical imperative because including minority views in scientific institutions is an expectation of modern science (White et al. [2018](#cobi13278-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}). The intolerance by some invasion biologists of different perspectives, made manifest in fallacious accusations of science denialism, is problematic.

Our analysis supports a conclusion that claims of ISD have proven to be calumnious. We are in agreement with others that they must stop (Crowley et al. [2017](#cobi13278-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}; Davis & Chew [2017](#cobi13278-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}; Boltovskoy et al. [2018](#cobi13278-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}; Guiaşu & Tindale [2018](#cobi13278-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}; Sagoff [2018a](#cobi13278-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}). The discipline of invasion biology needs to reflect on its values and engage with the diversity of perspectives held by the wider community that it must ultimately serve. The future of invasion biology depends on being inclusive of others---disciplines and people.

Supporting information
======================

###### 

A table quoting the text we found consistent with criteria for science denialism and our justification for their inclusion (Appendix S1) are available online. The authors are solely responsible for the content and functionality of these materials. Queries (other than absence of the material) should be directed to the corresponding author.
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